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For any E c Q and v e S 4 ', R^ = Infjw: weS+and w>(/ on E^.
For any /ieAi, ^ = ^EcQ: R^=^h} [2] . A set E is thin at AsAi if R^=^h (i.e. if ^ leaves no trace on E).
The limits of any function f following 9^, for any AsAi, are called the fine limits of f (x) , as x tends to h. To every harmonic function w e H"^ corresponds a unique measure (JL^ on Ai, called the canonical measure corresponding to w, such that w == j h ^{dh). For any regular domain S c Q, and re e §, rfp| is the measure on ^S which associates to a finite continuous function f on b § the integral Hy(^). For the considerations below, let us fix a u e H+ with u ;> 0. Let ^ be the canonical measure on Ai, corresponding to u. A function v on Q is said to be super-u-harmonic (respectively-u-harmonic) if uv is superharmonic (resp. harmonic) on Q.
Fine limits of bounded ir-harmonic functions.
LEMMA 1. -Let V c Q be an open set. Then, for every x e Q, the mapping h -> R^(a;) of H 4 " -> R~1" is lower semi-continuous.
Proof. -Let hn e H 4 " converge to h e H 4 '. Let ^ = R^ . Then, ^ is a non-negative superharmonic function on Q and ^ == h^ on V. Let p == lim inf ^. Let (o be a regular domain of Q. Then,
Hence,
(Note here that ^ is a p^-measurable function.) Since v is also non-negative, it follows that p is an S^-function, where % is the class of all regular domains of Q [1]. Hence, ^, the lower semi-continuous regularisation of ^, is a superharmonic function. But y[y) = A(y), for all y e= V, and hence v = h on V.
It follows that v ;> v ^ R^ on Q. This gives the required lower semi-continuity. Since R^(rc) == h{x), for all /ieAi -8y, and ^u(^v) === 0, we get,
This is true whatever be x e= Q. Conversely, suppose that RJ ^ u. Let | §n^ be a sequence covering Q, each §" being a regular domain, and consider the sets F^ c Ai, as defined in the above lemma.
Let ^ be the swept-out measure corresponding to the measure dp^ relative to the sweeping out on V. (Th. 10. 1, [3] ).
(Note that d^ is with the compact support ^). The measure v^ is such that, for any v e S
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We have,
It follows that,
Since the integrand in the above equation is always ^. 0, we get, h{x^) = J* R^(y) p^ {dy), for all /ieAi, except for a set of (Ji^-measure zero. But the exceptional set where the inequality does not hold good is precisely F^. Hence, !^(F,) = 0.
It follows, from the above lemma, that pt-a(^v) = 0. The theorem is proved.
COROLLARY. 
x^-h
Now, it is easily seen that, fine lim inf (r/rr) ^ f{h) for pin-almost every h e Ai ... (5).
x^h
Let us now consider a bounded pin-measurable function g on Ai (say |g| ^ M). Then, applying the inequality (5) to the two functions O(M±^ and noting that, (j^±g = M ±: a^y, we get that fine Km ^g{x} = g{h) for pin-almost every h e Ar
x->h
Now, the proof of the theorem is completed by noting that any bounded u-harmonic function w is equal to Wg, for some bounded pin-measurable function g on Ai; this g is unique (depending on w} upto a set of (Jig-measure zero.
Remark 1. -In the course of the proof of the theorem, we have shown that, for any f ^ 0, which is pin-measurable,
fine lim inf ff(h)
hw ^{dh) > f{h,),
for pin-almost every Ao e Ai (viz. the inequality (5)).
Remark 2. -For any bounded u-harmonic function w on Q, if g(^h) == fine lim w(x)^ (the function g is defined upto a set
x->h of ply-measure zero), then g is pin-measurable and »w = ^w^m.
In particular, if the fine limit is ^ 0 for pin-almost every element of Ai, then w is non-negative.
Remark 3. -For any bounded super-u-harmonic function v on Q, the fine lim v(x) exists for pin-almost every h e Ai. Then ^ is a super-u-harmonic function such that v* ^. -a. The theorem would be proved if we show that ^ ^ 0 on Q.
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Now, it is easily seen that fine lim sup ^(x) ^> 0, for all x>h /ieAi -E. But, we know, (by the Remark 3 following the Theorem 4) that, the limit of v' exists, following 9^, for p^-almost every h e Ai; and this fine limit is precisely the fine limit of Ui, where u^ is the greatest u-harmonic minorant of ^'. Hence, we have that the fine limit of u' is ^ 0 at ply-almost every element of Ai. It follows that u^ ^ 0 (from the Remark 2, Theorem 4). A fortiori, ^' ^ 0. This completes the proof of the theorem. It is easy to see that S/ is a saturated family of super-u-harmonic functions [1] . Hence %^n is either identically dr oo or it is a u-harmonic function. Moreover, from the minimum principle, we deduce that 3^n ^> 26f^ on Q.
Also%^>^. Proof. -Since %^g^%^, for every n, it is enough to show that %^ " ^ lim M^ n, when the limit is not + °° •
ra->oo
Let XQ e Q. Given £ > 0, choose for every n, an element e S^ such that^. The proof is now completed easily.
The following proposition is proved easily.
